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BEHIND THE TECHNOLOGY Six Decades of Innovation

1970s
1971
First semi-modular unitised mixing desks designed and
manufactured for the BBC

1973
MX6 range of mixers designed and manufactured for the BBC

1974
DK2/21 popular monitoring & output unit made for the BBC

1977
MICR (Mobile International Control Room) specialist
commentators' equipment built for BBC

1960s

1980s

1966

1980

Len Davis leaves BBC designs department to concentrate on
public address designs and equipment manufacture. Company
called Glen Sound Services. Len Davis invents the world's first
telephone balancing unit for use on BBC Radio's first phone in
programme 'It's Your Line'.

Worlds first assignable mixer designed & manufactured for BBC
Outside Broadcast.

1967

Coaxial Commentators' equipment designed for the BBC for use
at the 1986 Commonwealth Games in Edinburgh, Scotland

Audio mixers designed for use in schools.

1969
First Glensound design for the BBC of a distribution amplifier for
Prince Charles' investiture
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1983
Design and installation of BBC mobile studios

1984
1986
Gavin Davis joins Glensound

Six Decades of Innovation
1990s

2010s

1992

2010

Design & supply of broadcast & sound enhancement audio
systems for the House of Commons

First stage delivery, of the next generation of the Glensound's
Meeting Room Audio System delivered to Committee Room 2
at the UKs House Of Lords.

1994
Introduction of the world's first portable, battery operated ISDN
Codec. Design & supply of broadcast & sound enhancement
audio systems for the House of Lords

2011
The world's first: hybrid commentary and intercom unit, the
COIN GT-013 introduced in partnership with RTS/Telex; Digital
stand alone commentary system, The Talent Box, launched;
Broadcast Glensound HD Voice mobile phone range launched.

2000s
2001
Design & supply of broadcast & sound enhancement audio systems for the Greater London
Authority

2002
Design & manufacture of 600 commentators’ positions (GS-OC33/34) for football World Cup in
Korea and Japan

2003
AES47 equipment designed & supplied to the BBC

2004
The leading stand alone commentary system GS-CU001 introduced

2005
Len Davis semi-retires and Gavin Davis appointed Managing Director

2006
Intelligent, multi-zone, Ethernet controllable amplifier designed for installation in all HSBC
branches. New GSLC intercom system designed and supplied for BBC local radio

2007
Broadcasters' mobile phone GS-MPI004 introduced

2008
Eight thousandth ISDN Codec sold

2009
The world's first IP controllable, digital commentary system, GDC 6432, is launched
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BEHIND THE TECHNOLOGY Under the Skin

Under the Skin
The products of Glensound are well known for reliability
and long life, but what may not be known is some of the
reasons why. Glensound has a total quality procedure
during development, manufacture and testing to
minimise the risk of problems in the field and to ensure
long life. Opposite are examples of some of the design
features that add to Glensound's long life quality
system.

Factory Visits

Glensound is a family business based in Maidstone, the county town of Kent, UK. There is a
classic work shop for 'metal bashing', an EMC test chamber with various quality control machines,
two surface mount pick and place machines, wire benches, test benches, a whole building full of
test engineers, and a rather boring office building for doing the paperwork! If you are interested to
see the Glensound buildings for yourself, then you can visit and see first hand what Glensound
design and manufacture is really like. Call anytime to arrange a factory visit - tea, coffee and
biscuits included!
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Pot Shafts
Glensound use short pot shafts with wide flange knobs. Outside broadcast environments are
harsh where equipment inevitably receives bangs and knocks and is occasionally dropped.
Should anything land on the top of our units, the wide pot flanges will hit the units top panel
before putting any pressure on the pot shaft itself, thus reducing the possibility of pot
damage.

Side Cheeks
Most Glensound units have nylon dipped sides. Nylon dipping is used rather than paint as
the expected life cycle of a typical Glensound product is over 15 years. Paint will eventually
chip and flake; after several years it will start to look unsightly. In contrast, nylon will not
flake and is much better at absorbing knocks. Any knocks in the surface will simply leave a
chip that is barely visible where the surface will remain white underneath and not flake.

Laser Etching
Glensound panels are not screen printed. Screen printing has a relatively short life span
and where Glensound products are expected to last over 15 years, screen printing
techniques are likely to be worn off. Instead, black anodised panels are laser etched for
permanent legends that do not wear. As each panel is etched individually on site,
customisation is very easy for specifications that require, for example, the panel wordings in
a different language or adding a logo on the panel.

Original Component Sourcing
Glensound only use quality original components. In the component market, there are many
third party cheap options which may suffice for a few years but would not stand the test of
time. Glensound have long standing relations with the most significant electronic
component suppliers worldwide and never use grey market cheaper options.

Components Chosen for Performance Endurance
There are always cheap component options, but at Glensound they always ask “will this
still be working in 15 years?”. An example of this is with power supplies. If the power fails,
the level of quality and performance the unit has to offer becomes irrelevant, it will simply
cease to function! A power supply is a very expensive component where cost cutting
options can present an appealing solution. However, the consequences of sub-standard
equipment can leave a broadcast off air. This is not acceptable. Glensound power supplies
are four times the price of far eastern options, but the performance justifies the cost.....they
are proven to last much longer.
Glensound's Final Test And Quality Control Procedure
Before final assembly, all products are passed to one of Glensound's dedicated test
engineers. 'Test' is one of the most time consuming processes in product manufacture, but
one that is never compromised. All circuits and components are tested for correct
operation. Using highly calibrated test equipment, line up tones and measurements are
made across all systems and compared with our reference levels. Circuit board level
testing ensures any potential problems are remedied. Testing can include fridge and oven
tests, along with a vibration table and RF chamber if necessary. After final assembly the
unit is tested in every possible combination of use, including checking reference levels of
outputs and calibration of meters. The process is concluded by the unit undergoing 24 hour
7
(minimum) soak test before it is considered to have passed the test procedure.

BEHIND THE TECHNOLOGY The Glensound Design Evolution

The Idea
Designing any complex piece of audio broadcast
equipment is always an interesting exercise with many
design challenges presenting themselves along the
way. However the challenges involved in designing the
Glensound Broadcasters' Mobile Phone was even more
involved than normal. Although no company secrets
are divulged here in the way technical problems have
been overcome, it is interesting to discover what the
key challenges of the development were.
Interestingly, being a well-defined standard, the main
challenge was not developing a solution for connecting
to the cell phone networks (i.e. the phone itself), but
rather the issues of the power supply & RF pickup in
the audio circuits.
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The Background Of Cell Phones Used In
Broadcast
The very first question is why did Glensound design a
mobile phone for broadcasters? The simple answer was
there was a requirement to use the cell phone networks
as an audio link. Ten plus years ago Glensound, like
several other audio broadcast manufacturers, made
small boxes that physically connected to domestic
mobile phones and provided a balanced XLR & Jack for
connecting to broadcast equipment. With these early
units, the weak point was the physical connector (often
a 4 pin 2.5mm jack). This connection was not suitable
for use in outside broadcasts and different connectors
were required for different phones.
The next evolution from Glensound was a small
powered microphone/headphone amp that connected to
a domestic mobile phone via Bluetooth. This offered
great improvements over the earlier wired connections,
however it was soon discovered that initial perceptions
of Bluetooth as a robust common standard in the
domestic world, could not be substantiated especially
when 50,000 other Bluetooth devices were in operation
nearby. Therefore, the best technical solution was a
complete self-contained cell phone with direct broadcast
specification interfacing.

The Glensound Design Evolution
The Broadcasters’ Mobile Phone

The Glensound Broadcasters' Mobile
Phone
When Glensound embarked on the development of the
Broadcasters' Mobile Phone, it transpired that the
design phase of the cell phone interface was relatively
painless. The first real technical challenge faced was
the power supply.
The Power Supply
The cell phone core runs at 3.3 Volts and requires a
peak current of nearly 2 Amps. This was a challenge to
achieve as Glensound were striving to design a unit
that powered from standard Alkaline cells. To further
complicate matters, the fluctuation of current within the
cell phone circuit undulated from a very small quiescent
current to full load at 200Hz. The issues associated with
designing a power supply capable of coping with this
transient load response were not trivial. A robust power
supply is always a design priority on a Glensound
product, whatever the environment it has to operate in.

The Future
In September 2011, Glensound launched the world's
first dedicated HD Voice Broadcasters' Mobile Phone
offering low cost, easy and reliable 7 kHz audio links on
cell phones. As this technology evolves and is made
more widely available, it is assured that Glensound will
be eloquently solving audio problems to ensure the best
quality broadcast specification devices are made
available in the future.

Radio Frequency Interference
We are all aware of the 'de…di….de….di….de' noise
that occurs when a mobile phone is placed close to a
piece of audio equipment, in particular anything with a
high gain circuit (i.e. a microphone amplifier) can be
susceptible to the RF interference that causes this
undesirable noise. Therefore, another challenge the
design team faced was developing techniques that
allowed audio circuits to be placed in the same box with
a cell phone, but to not receive any adverse effects
from the RF interference. Although not a patented
solution, it has not been revealed exactly how
Glensound engineers achieve this but it is considered a
trade secret which took the Glensound Chief Design
Engineer, Paul Grant and his team, many man hours to
perfect. It is perhaps, this technology that makes
Glensound Broadcasters' Mobile Phones so well
received by broadcasters worldwide and can only
speculate that it remains a stumbling block for other
broadcast manufacturers to emulate the Glensound
mobile phone concept.
Innovations that can be found in the Glensound
Broadcasters' Mobile Phones will soon be integrated
into other Glensound equipment complete with a RF
safe microphone amplifier for outside broadcasts.

www.glensound.co.uk
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BEHIND THE TECHNOLOGY Example Applications

Wireless Reporter, Wireless
Commentator, Wireless Audio Monitor

GS-MPI004(HD)

Use the GS-MPI004 with a roving commentator around
a golf course or wide area event. This can link back to
another unit in the outside broadcast vehicle or
commentary control area, and connect directly into the
main Glensound commentary system. If a GS-MPI005
is also on standby at the main TV or radio station, this
can be used as a direct backup link should the main
remote feed fail.

Extra Talkback Channel, Or
Commentator/Reporter Link

GS-MPI005(HD)

The GS-MPI005(HD) adds flexibility to your talk back
and intercom system by giving you a mobile phone as
an option to use. If you need a 4 wire that is outside of
the normal system, the GS-MPI005(HD) and GSMPI004(HD) give you another option.

A Relay Link

GS-MPI006

Use the two Broadcasters’ Mobile Phones to link to two
commentator's using separate GS-MPI004(HD). Patch
these directly to the two ISDN channels for the link
back to the studio – all in 1U 19” rack.

Outside Broadcast Vehicle
Monitoring To A Wireless Reporter

GS-MPIFW

An operator in an outside broadcast vehicle or studio
can connect to a roving reporter and communicate with
them directly. The reporter can be switched into two
four wire circuits, or fed the the main programme audio
for monitoring and use interrupts for talkback.

Redundancy For Important Lines

GS-TBU001 and GS-TBU004

On an important monitoring link, connect a
Broadcasters’ Mobile Phone line and a POTS line at the
same time so if one drops you can make an immediate
switch onto the single output.
10

A Complete Wireless Commentary
Studio

RECCE HD

Send two commentators' to the local soccer ground
armed only with the RECCE HD and 2 headsets. They
don't need to plug in power, and they don't need to plug
in a line. As long as they can see the action they have
a wireless 7 kHz audio link for 2 commentator's
including monitoring.

Save Space In Your Outside Broadcast
Vehicle

GS-MPITBU002 and GS-MPITBU003

If space and money are at a premium, you can have a
line powered telephone balancing unit and a
Broadcasters’ Mobile Phone in the same 1U 19” rack.

Example Applications

Linking Your Broadcast Console
To An Analogue Telephone Network

Atomic Copper 29 Digital Hybrid

In your technical area at your radio studio you can
achieve high quality audio links between your mixer’s
clean feed and a POTS phone line. Control of the
Copper 29 is via your software based automation

Record Telephone Interviews
Without Taking Up A Studio

GS-CU012 Desktop Hybrid & Mixer

When your reporters need to carry out interviews they
no longer need to take up studio time. Using a GSCU012 connected to their office desk PC and phone,
they can connect a headset, control levels and easily
do their pre-production phone recording.

Complete Commentary System From The
Local Shopping Centre

RECCE – Portable commentary

When you have a short outside broadcast from the local
shopping centre, you can send a reporter with this self
contained unit with the mic and headphone interface
they require. Plug into any normal POTS line, and
report back.

The Hybrid Link In Your Own Security
System

GS-Copper OEM Digital Hybrid Module

You make your own security system but need a simple
audio interface to the phone network. The Glensound
OEM hybrid can easily be controlled and powered to
give you the interfacing you need at a low cost.

Simple Cue Feed

A Cost Effective Way To Take Calls On Air

GS-CUT101

GS-PASTE201 Line Powered TBU

Taking a CUT101 to a small OB in your local High
Street, you can plug it into normal phone line to provide
a cue feed for your presenters.
+44 (0) 1622 753 662

When budgets are tight on a small Community Radio
Station, a GS-PASTE201 is a cost effective way to let
you take phone callers direct on air through your mixing
desk.
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BROADCASTERS’ MOBILE PHONES Broadcasters’ Mobile Phones
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Broadcasters’
Mobile Phones
A range of mobile phones specifically engineered for the needs of
broadcasters. There are portable units for reporters or simply belt
pack monitoring, and rack mount versions for outside broadcast
vehicles and studios.
With the current GSM versions launched in 2008 and Glensound
HD Voice versions launched in 2011, the range now contains 14
models.

Why a Glensound Broadcasters’ Mobile Phone?
Glensound HD Voice
Portable Phones
Rack Mount Phones
Remote Control
Multi Function Rack Mounts
Phone/TBU Rack Mounts
Accessories

www.glensound.co.uk
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BROADCASTERS’ MOBILE PHONES Why a Glensound Broadcasters’ Mobile Phone?

Why a Glensound
Broadcasters’
Mobile Phone?
Main Specification
GENERAL SPECIFICATION

MICROPHONE INPUT
MIC INPUT LEVEL
LINE IN / OUT CONNECTORS
LINE INPUT LEVEL
INPUT GAIN CONTROL FOR STANDARD UNITS
INPUT GAIN CONTROL FOR HD VOICE UNITS
HEADROOM
OUTPUT LEVEL
OUTPUT GAIN CONTROL
MAX OUTPUT LEVEL (Line out with XLR)
HEADPHONE SOCKETS
HEADPHONE IMPEDANCE
RF OUTPUT POWER
AERIAL CONNECTOR TYPE

2G GSM SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARD AND HD VOICE MODULES

AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE
QUAD BAND GSM FREQUENCIES
NETWORK

3G (UMTS) SPECIFICATIONS
HD VOICE MODULES ONLY

AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE
ALGORITHM
RF OUTPUT POWER
AERIAL CONNECTOR TYPE
3G (UMTS) FREQUENCIES
STANDARD:
OPTION:

POWER

GS-MPI004/HD - BATTERIES
14

GS-MPI RACK VERSIONS

Neutrik XLR
-54 dB
Neutrik XLRs
0dB
+/- 10dB
+/- 15dB
26dB
0dB
+/- 10dB
+13dBu
6.35mm jack socket
200-2000 ohms
2 Watts
SMA

Telephone networks provide 300Hz to 3.4 kHz audio bandwidth
850 MHz, 900 Mhz, 1800 MHz, 1900 MHz
Will operate on any GSM mobile phone network with any SIM card

50Hz to 7kHz in HD Voice mode
HD Voice is AMR-WB
2 Watts
SMA (N-Type to special order)
900MHz, 1900MHz and 2100MHz
850MHz, 1900MHz and 2100MHz

4 x AA cells. When ‘low battery’ LED flashes there is approx. 30 minutes remaining. 12V
DC input available
100V to 240V 50-60Hz internal supply

A Useful Communication Option
The rack mount Broadcasters' Mobile Phones allow a simple way to
integrate a mobile phone into a studio or outside broadcast vehicle. The
portable phones also allows a link to be established in inaccessable areas
where other links are not available. This now gives another option of a
link for an easy additional talkback channel, a monitoring source, or
maybe even direct programme broadcast link.

Easy To Use
As most of the Glensound Broadcasters' Mobile Phones are used by the
non technical, they are intentionally simple to use, and universally popular
with commentators and reporters that love the ease of use. As only the
main features required have been included, a Broadcasters' Mobile Phone
is easier to operate than any other mobile phone. No menu's, no
configurations – just dial and go!
Small and Tough
The GS-MPI004 and GS-MPI004HD put all the essential broadcast
facilities into a small package. It will easily fit into a small bag or case,
will clip onto a belt, or attaching a strap to the eyelets for carrying over
the shoulder.
The aluminium case is designed for the knocks of travelling broadcast
life. Nylon dipped sides do not flake and resist dips, preserving the
finish for many years. An overhanging front panel protects the front
controls from bangs or drops.

Broadcast Specification Interconnects
Your existing microphones, headphones, headsets, or a mixer & recorder,
will easily connect using analogue XLRs for mic and line and a 6.35mm
socket for headphones.

Regular Batteries
Four x AA batteries are used in the GS-MPI004 and GS-MPI004HD so
that you can be up and ready to broadcast in seconds, without the need
to wait for charging. At over 4 hours, the average run time of a good set
of alkaline batteries will easily allow the coverage of a normal football
match.

RF Isolation
Radio frequency signals interfere with audio circuits, as we have all heard
many times before. To make a mobile phone truly broadcast specification
required Glensound to solve this problem. All audio circuits were
designed in such a way that they could be shielded in a metal cage to
prevent interference.

Sound Quality
The 2G GSM versions produce the cleanest sound available on a mobile
phone with 100% separation of send and return circuits. A high quality
mic amp with a unique compressor/limiter ensures consistent and clean
audio, with no RF interference. The HD Voice versions add to the
standard 2G benefits, by increasing the audio quality to 7 kHz. This
means that a Glensound Broadcaster's Mobile Phone is now a very viable
option for live on air contributions.
+44 (0) 1622 753 662
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Glensound HD Voice
Evolution in Audio
Mobile phones have historically been overlooked by broadcasters as a practical broadcasting solution. With the introduction of the HD
Voice technology, opportunities for the broadcaster presented themselves, Glensound has identified this opportunity and developed
Glensound HD Voice into broadcast specification equipment, to bring 7kHz audio bandwidth via customised mobile phones.
HD Voice, coined by the telecom companies, is the commercial name for the G.722.2 AMR-Wideband Codec. This technology was
developed to overcome the 300-3400Hz limitation traditionally used in telephony. HD Voice technology has an extended bandwidth of
50-7000Hz giving a superior natural sound quality and increased intelligibility. The frequency response is broadly similar to G.722
which is widely used in broadcasting.

A Brief History

Over the last 50 years, telephony has been limited to the 3.4kHz
developed for early analogue telephone systems. Frequency
division multiplexing was used to squeeze more voice channels
into trunk circuits, the frequency of separation used in the
carriers was 4KHz thus restricting the audio bandwidth. Digital
telephony was later developed but had to integrate with the
existing analogue technology. A sampling frequency of 8kHz
was used, broadly matching the audio bandwidth of the existing
analogue telephone systems. This value was also a multiple of
4kHz which reduced interference with the frequency division
multiplex systems.

“Over the last 50 years,
telephony has been limited to the
3.4kHz developed for early
analogue telephone systems.”

In an age of high definition, there became a need to raise the
quality of voice calls that, up to this point, had made little
progression in 50 years. As a response, AMR-WB, standing for
Adaptive Multi Rate Wideband, was introduced and standardised
as G.722.2.AMR-WB uses a similar speech coder to the ACELP
used in AMR-NB; the crucial difference being its use of a 16kHz
sampling frequency enabling the bandwidth to be extended to
7kHz at the upper limit and 50Hz at the lower limit. The 300Hz
lower limit found in AMR-NB, at best, causes audio to appear
thin regardless of its upper limit, whereas the 50Hz lower limit in
AMR-WB improves the natural sound of the voice.
Continued......

Benfits Of Glensound HD Voice

When the mobile phone network emerged, it made sense,
particularly with the limitations of the technology at the time, to
integrate them with the existing technology and use the same
sampling frequencies and audio bandwidth. The early GSM
data channels available where either Full Rate (13kbits/s) or Half
Rate (6.5kbits/s) and used a form of coding known as 'Linear
Predictive Coding'. The lower rate was introduced to reduce the
congestion due to traffic surges and increase the available
bandwidth for further calls, thus improving revenue for the
telecommunications companies.

“In 1997, an enhanced Full Rate
codec was developed.”

1. High Voice Quality using mobile phones
2. Operates in 7kHz 3G (UMTS) mode and standard
GSM 2G mode.
3. Uses AMR-Wideband (G722.2).
4. Constant call quality.
5. Uses the regular 3G (UMTS) mobile voice network.
6. Configuration free, complexity free.

In 1997, an enhanced Full Rate codec was developed which
incorporated both the Full Rate and Half Rate codecs and added
a higher quality codec. AMR-NB (Adaptive Multi Rate
Narrowband) used an 'Algebraic Code Excited Linear Prediction'
algorithm (ACELP) and as before, used an 8kHz sampling
frequency giving 3.4kHz bandwidth all operating within the
existing GSM channels running at bit rates from 4.75 to 12.2
kbits/s.

7. Once connected, its stays connected. No IP or
data connectivity problems.
8. Low cost broadcasting Take advantage of network
offers such as free same network calls.
9. No extra cost to make HD Voice calls.

www.glensound.co.uk
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HD Voice

The AMR-WB codec bit rates run from 6.6kbit/s
to 23.85kbits/s, the higher bit rates are not used
within the mobile phone network but are used in
other applications such as storage. The
standard within mobile phone networks is 12.65
kbits/s giving a quality similar to G.722 running
at 56 bits/s and was chosen to fit within the
13kbits/s familiar to GSM allowing interworking
with GSM networks. To cope with poor radio
conditions, the network can temporarily reduce
the bit rate; the 7kHz bandwidth is maintained
but with reduced quality.

How Does Glensound HD Voice
Compare to Voiceband?
MUSHRA is a scale used within the telecoms
industry as a way of measuring the subjective
quality of audio. As depicted in the graph, the
horizontal axis shows the frequency response
and the vertical axis shows the incremental
rises in subjective audio quality. This
demonstrates the superior subjective quality of
HD Voice over voiceband at normal bit rates.
These levels decrease proportionally with a
reduction of bit rates in poor radio areas.

Connect with
7kHz Audio Bandwidth
How Glensound HD Voice
Connects

Glensound HD Voice calls connect over the 3G
network in the same way as normal voice calls
and are therefore given priority over packet
data in order to maintain quality of service.
Once a call is established, it should not be
affected as network traffic increases, conversely
packet data may be restricted causing dropouts
in codecs that use packet data.
To achieve 7kHz audio bandwidth, HD Voice
enabled mobile phones must be present at both
ends of the call and the connection must be
capable of supporting HD Voice. Glensound
HD Voice Broadcasters' Mobile Phones sample
at 16kHz giving a maximum audio bandwidth of
7kHz. Standard mobile phones have a sample
rate of 8kHz which limits their audio bandwidth
to a maximum of 3.4 kHz, thus removing the
possibility of making HD Voice calls.
Currently the service is only available within the
same network and within the same country,
these restrictions are mainly due to call setup
compatibility and transcoding. During call setup,
the network negotiates with the phones at each
end to ascertain the best quality codec with
which they can both operate. The network can
then connect the call transparently without
transcoding. HD Voice calls can only be

100
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connected if supported by the entire link; the
gateways between different mobile phone
operators do not yet offer that support. When
routing a call through the public switched
network, the mobile network has to transcode
as the codecs are always incompatible.

Glensound HD Voice

The potential for HD Voice coupled with the
Glensound HD Voice Broadcasters' Mobile
Range within the broadcast arena is enormous.
Commercial HD Voice has been launched in
just under half of European countries. Links of
7kHz can now be achieved from locations
previously unobtainable without massive preplanning and infrastructure. Furthermore,
normal call tariffs apply enabling users to take
advantage of free calls within the same network
offered with many contracts facilitating low cost
broadcasting. Remote contribution, back up
links and talkback are just some of possibilities.
HD Voice is available in many countries around
the world. For a current country list please visit
www.glensound.co.uk.

H

HD Voice
Voiceband
300Hz

3400Hz

7000Hz

+44 (0) 1622 753 662
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BROADCASTERS’ MOBILE PHONES Portable Phones

Portable Phones

GS-MPI004 and GS-MPI004HD

Two small and portable solutions; one is a quad band 2G
GSM phone operating at 3.4kHz, the other is also a quad
band 2G GSM phone but adds 3G UMTS Glensound HD
Voice operating at 7.0kHz. Both units take advantage of the
worldwide mobile phone network and adapt the interface to
the needs of the broadcaster.

Reporters and commentators love the small size and ease of
use that allows them to concentrate on their broadcast.
Engineers love their quality audio and reliability making their
life easier during reports, and finally those responsible for the
budget will love their price.

6. Low Battery Indicator
holes for shoulder straps or security fixings.
TECHNOLOGY
208
16
10

1. Audio Connections

There is a single audio input. This is
switchable between balanced XLR sockets for
connection of dynamic handheld or headset
microphone, or a line level input. There is also
a line level output on XLR for connection to a
mixer or recording device. Both the input and
output have independent level controls on the
front panel. The headphone output is on a
6.35mm jack socket with level adjust on the
front panel.

Flashes as battery diminishes.

HD VOICE FEATURES
SMA aerial connector allows different antennas 7. Compressor Indicator
3. SMA Aerial
to be connected.

4. Compressor/Limiter

As the phone will often be used for sports
reporting where high input levels are common,
the mic input contains Glensound's dedicated
compressor/limiter circuit that ensures incoming
audio is always clear from distortion.

5. Powering Options

The phone operates from 4 x AA batteries in a
2. Portable Belt Pack Case
convenient 'snap in' cartridge. Regular
The phone is housed in a heavy duty belt pack batteries are used so an operator can readily
style case. The exposed sides are nylon
obtain them and be prepared to broadcast
dipped for maximum resistance to damage.
without having to wait for a unit to charge. High
The case overhangs to protect all controls. A quality batteries give approximately 4 hours of
belt clip is included and the corners feature
continuous talk time. An optional DC plug top
power supply is available

To assist with input gain level settings, there is
an indicator LED showing if the compressor
limiter circuit is active.

8. 3G (UMTS) Signal Indication

There is an indication on the availability of a 3G
(UMTS) network. This must be illuminated for a
HD Voice call to be available.

9. Signal Strength Meter

A single tri-colour LED indicates signal strength
- three signal levels, plus no signal available.

10. Configuration Options

Auto network selection, 2G only, 3G only, echo
canceller on/off, noise suppressor on/off, peak
compressor on/off, audible alert (headphones)
on/off.

GS-MPI004

FEATURES
- Quad band GSM Broadcasters' Phone
with 3.4kHz audio bandwidth
- Broadcast specification audio connections
- Use any network SIM card

GS-MPI004HD

FEATURES
- 7kHz Glensound HD Voice Broadcasters'
Mobile Phone
- Operates in 7kHz 3G (UMTS) mode and
standard GSM 2G mode
- Broadcast specification audio connections

www.glensound.co.uk
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BROADCASTERS’ MOBILE PHONES Portable Mobile Phones

Portable Phones

RECCE HD

The RECCE HD is the result of adding a Glensound HD
Voice Broadcasters' Mobile Phone to a dedicated
commentary mixer. With the long history of designing and
building commentary units for sport and news, Glensound has
harnessed HD Voice technology and designed it into a
purpose built portable commentators unit.

The RECCE HD is an evolution of the Glensound ISDN
codecs such as the classic GS-GC5 and the GS-GC25.
Now, the audio link is made over the 3G (UMTS) mobile
phone network and setup is minimal. Insert a standard SIM
from a network that is HD Voice compatible, make a call to
another HD Voice compatible phone, and 7kHz audio
broadcasting has commenced, with no wires to tie you down.

powered by 6 x 'C' cells. If there is local power
available there is a 12V DC input.

TECHNOLOGY

1. Glensound HD Voice Phone

The Glensound HD Voice Broadcasters' Mobile
Phone provides a mobile 7kHz audio link to any
other portable or rack mount unit featuring
Glensound HD Voice. The key features of HD
Voice are included (as specified on page 1720). The dialler and display add the functions
offered by the GS-MPI005HD/REMD (as
specified on page 24).

7. PPM

4. Three Local Outputs

8. Compressor / Limiter

Balanced XLR outputs are available for
connection to other local equipment. The three
outputs are 1) Mix of incoming audio signals,
2) Mix of incoming audio with the other end of
the connected line, 3) The audio from the
other end of the connected line only.
16810
28
2. Three Channel Mixer
5. Display
An inbuilt 3 channel mixer allows up to 3
The RECCE HD has a display which shows the
sources to connect to the RECCE HD. Each
number that is being dialled, allows for storing
mixer input can accept either a mic or line level and recalling numbers, shows caller display,
source.
call duration, signal strength meter, and
network.

3. Three Input & Three Output
Headphone Amp

88
24
26
16
10
1622
24
26
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audio signals, the return audio from the other
end of the connected line, and a local external
input. The mix of these signals is available on
3 6.35mm headphone outputs.

The internal headphone amp has 3 audio
sources. These are the mix of the incoming

A 7 LED PPM clearly indicates audio levels
being sent to the mobile circuit.
A high quality compressor/limiter circuit is
included to prevent overloading of the outgoing
mobile circuit.

9. Phone Book Memory

Up to 10 telephone numbers can be stored in
the memory.

10. Call History

Up to 8 entries (dialled or received calls) are
stored in the memory.

11. Advanced Configuration

From the menu you can configure the advanced
functions of the echo canceller, noise
The RECCE HD is completely portable and
suppressor, peak compressor, and headphone
requires no physical connections to power. It is audible alert.

6. Battery Powered Portable Unit

SPECIFICATION

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

HEIGHT (TBC)
WIDTH
DEPTH (Excluding Connectors)TBC))
POWER INPUT
AUDIO CONNECTORS
BATTERIES

98mm
151mm
210mm
DC 5V
Neutrik XLRs
6 x C cells

ANALOGUE AUDIO INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
QUANTITY
CIRCUIT TYPE
INPUT CONNECTORS
INPUT IMPEDANCE
INPUT LEVEL

MIC INPUT GAIN RANGE
MAXIMUM MIC INPUT LEVEL (UNITY GAIN)
LINE INPUT GAIN RANGE
MAXIMUM LINE INPUT LEVEL (UNITY GAIN)

LEVEL METERS (PPM STYLE)
QUANTITY OF LEDS
RANGE PER LED
LED INDICATION RANGE
INPUT METER POINT

3
Electronically balanced
3 Pin XLR sockets
> 100K
Each input selectable between Mic, Mic +12v,
Line
± 10dB
-35dB
± 10dB
+20dB
7
4 dB
+12 to -20dB
Pre compressor/limiter

ANALOGUE AUDIO OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
QUANTITY
SOURCE 1

SOURCE 2
SOURCE 3
CIRCUIT TYPE
OUTPUT CONNECTORS
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL

TELEPHONE CALL CONTROL
DIALLER
DISPLAY

3
Mix of all three input channels with incoming
caller audio
Mix of all the three input channels
Incoming caller audio
Electronically balanced
3 pin XLR plug
50 Ohms
+18dBu
Top panel keypad
2 line back-lit display

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
INPUT GAIN
CHANNEL ON/OFF

3 individual, via front panel input pots.
Microprocessor controlled switches for call input
+44 (0) 1622 753 662
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Rack Mount Phones

GS-MPI005, GS-MPI005HD & GS-MPI007HD

The rack mount phones are the base station end of the
Glensound Broadcasters' Mobile Phones. A 1U 19” subrack
can contain up to three separate Broadcasters' Mobile
Phones, which can be user installed at any time. Each
individual phone can be either a standard 2G GSM phone or
a Glensound HD Voice phone.

As the GS-MPI005s may be used in areas with poor signal
reception, aerial connection upgrades are available that allow
the placement of aerials up to 50m from the main unit.
Remote control options are also available.

add a N-type connector in place of the SMA
connection. This will allow aerial placement up
to 50m away.

3. Headphone Output

TECHNOLOGY

1. Includes A single Broadcasters'
Mobile Phone

Each GS-MPI005 and GS-MPI005HD includes
a Broadcasters' Mobile Phone as standard, and
can accommodate a total of 3 Broadcaster's
Mobile Phones by adding the extra phone
module GS-MPI005(HD)/EP. This is a user fit
option.
Each module is a 2G GSM or 3G UMTS HD
Voice Broadcasters' Mobile Phone. The key
features of the 2G GSM phones are on pages
14,15, 20 & 21. The key features of HD Voice
are specified on page 17-20.

2. Audio Inputs And Output
168
24

10

The rear panel accommodates the main line
input and output on balanced XLRs, with
variable level controls for both on the front
panel.

A 6.35mm jack socket for monitoring is located
on the front panel of each phone module.
Monitoring levels can be adjusted by the POT
directly above the socket.

4. Extension T Bar Aerial Included

8. Option for Full Remote Control

Each phone can be controlled by either the
software or hardware remotes. See page
23and 24 for details.

9. Compressor Indicator

To assist with input gain level settings, there is
an indicator LED showing if the compressor
limiter circuit is active.

The rack mount versions of the Broadcasters'
Mobile Phone' include a standard SMA aerial
connection but with an extension T-Bar aeriaon 10. 3G (UMTS) Signal Indication
a 3m lead.
There is an indication on the availability of a 3G
(UMTS) network. This must be illuminated for a
5. Built In Power Supply
HD Voice call to be available.
Internal switch mode power supply is rated from
100v - 240v. This will power all three phones 11. Signal Strength Meter
if fitted.
A single tri-colour LED indicates signal strength
- three signal levels, plus no signal available.
6. Option for 12V Powering
Power source can be changed to a 12V DC
12. Advanced Options
source on a 4 pin XLR, instead of the mains
Auto network selection, 2G only, 3G only, echo
power supply.
canceller on/off, noise suppressor on/off, peak
compressor on/off, audible alert (headphones)
HD VOICE FEATURES
on/off.
7. N-Type Upgrade

GS-MPI005

FEATURES
- Quad band GSM Broadcasters' Mobile Phone
with 3.4kHz audio bandwidth
- Broadcast specification audio connections
- Takes up to three phone modules in 19”
1U subrack
- Internal 100v-240v power supply

GS-MPI005HD

FEATURES
- 7kHz Glensound HD Voice Broadcasters'
Mobile Phone
- Operates in 7kHz 3G (UMTS) mode and
standard GSM 2G mode
- Broadcast specification audio connections
- Takes up to three phone modules in 19”
1U subrack
- Internal 100v-240v power supply

GS-MPI007HD

FEATURES
- 7kHz audio bandwidth
- Available with 1 or 2 independent modules
- Fully featured display to include bar graph
signal strength
- Independent input and output 4 LED PPM audio
level indicator
- Upgrade aerial connection from SMA to N-Type
- Available with hardware or software remote
www.glensound.co.uk
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Remote Control

FOR GS-MPI005HD & GS-MPI007HD

The Glensound HD Voice rack mount Broadcasters' Mobile
Phones have desktop hardware and Windows software
remote control options. Full set up of each phone module
can be managed remotely allowing the subrack to be
installed in the rack room while remotely controlling each
module via either the hardware or software controls.

Each mobile phone module can be operated by one remote
control (either hardware or software) where the user can:
- make and receive phone calls with the facility to
log incoming and outgoing calls
- store important numbers
- see call duration
- view missed calls

GS-MPI005HD/REMD

TECHNOLOGY

1. Display

The remote has a display which shows the
number that is being dialled, allows for storing
and recalling numbers, shows caller display,
call duration, signal strength meter, and
network.

2. Phone Book

Up to 10 numbers can be stored and recalled

3. Call History

The last 8 entries of received or dialled
numbers are available for review.

4. Advanced Configuration

168
26

10

From the remote you can configure the
advanced functions of the echo canceller, noise
suppressor, peak compressor, and headphone
audible alert.

5. Data Connection

Data between the remote and the rack is on
CAT5 cable with RJ45 connectors, using
RS422.

6. Power Supply

Power for the unit is available on the RJ45
connector supplied by the rack (this is turned
off by default). Alternatively, a local 5V DC
input is available via a USB connector.

1. Display

5. Data Connection

2. Call History

6. Windows Application

The remote has a display which shows the
number that is being dialled, allows for storing
and recalling numbers, shows caller display,
call duration, signal strength meter, and
network. The name of the connected phone
module will also be displayed.
There is a 100 number call history.

3. Dialling

An on screen keypad is used for number
dialling, or the PC keyboard keys can be used.

4. Phone Book Memory

The application can store up to 600 phone book
entries.

Data between the remote and each module is
via a standard USB cable or with RS422.
RS422 uses either a RS232 to RS244
converter or a USB to RS422 converter,
connected between the rear of the phone
module and the computer.

TECHNOLOGY

GS-MPI005HD/REMS

A single instance of the remote is used per
phone module to be controlled, and is available
on Windows machines.
7. Advanced Configuration
From the remote you can configure the
advanced functions of the echo canceller, noise
suppressor, peak compressor, and headphone
audible alert.
+44 (0) 1622 753 662
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Multi Function Rack Mounts
GS-MPI006 & GS-MPIFW

The Broadcasters' Mobile Phone is a very flexible device. As
the rack mount version is only a third of 1U wide, it presents
possibilities of combinations with other types of devices. This
allows for multi function units in only 1U of rack space.
There are options of Broadcasters' Mobile Phones with ISDN,
4 wire/IFBs, or digital hybrids.

GS-MPI006

FEATURES
- Includes 2 x GSM Broadcasters' Mobile
Phones (can be upgraded to HD Voice)
- Twin G722/711 ISDN codec
- Includes Glensound 'Talk To You' ISDN
system

TECHNOLOGY

1. Contains 2 x GS-MPI GSM Mobile
Phones

4. 'Talk To You' Function

SPECIFICATION

2. Contains 2 x ISDN Codecs

5. Remote Control

HEIGHT: 1RU
WIDTH: 290mm (19”)
DEPTH (Excluding Connectors): 256mm
ISDN: Twin G722 and G711
ISDN NG: DTMF via phone or external remote
REMOTE: RS232
BUS TYPE: S Connector

Two separate GS-MPI GSM mobiles phones
are included (19”rack mount). These can be
upgraded to HD Voice versions.

ISDN status & instructions are given via an
online spoken message, making dialling and
investigating status simple.

Available via RS232 located on the front panel
A single ISDN S bus connects the ISDN circuits 9 using s a pin D-Type connector.
to 2 separate G.711/G.722 codecs. The G.722
algorithm offers the maximum in worldwide
6. Use ISDN Audio Circuits For
compatibility.
Dialling And Control Using DTMF
The ISDN circuits are controlled via DTMF
3. Make And Receive Ordinary
either from connected phone handsets or from
Telephone Calls Via ISDN(G711)
an external DTMF remote (available
The G711 coding is the telephone standard
separately).
allowing you to dial and receive calls from
normal POTS telephone lines.
28
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GS-MPIFW

1. Single Broadcasters' Mobile Phone

4. Interrupted Feed Back

2. Two x Four Wire/IFB Circuits

5. LEDs & Loop Outputs

A single GS-MPI module with the standard
GSM features (19” rack mount). This can be
upgraded to a HD Voice version.

Each circuit can be used independently in four
wire mode.

3. Versatile Four Wire Output Options
(Programme, GSM, IFB)

1. An external programme input can
be switched onto either four wire
output.
2. The incoming audio from the GSM
call can be switched onto either
four wire output.
3. One circuit's four wire input can
be switched to its output.

When the talk button is pressed, the talk audio
can either replace the selected output or mix
over it (IFB).
Green LEDs give visual indication of return
audio and a D-type connector on rear with
loops is active when talkback 1 or 2 are
selected.

6. Two Position Speak Key

The speak keys are in push to talk mode when
pushed down or latch when pushed up. There
is a front panel mic or connection for external
mic.
www.glensound.co.uk

7. Front Panel Monitoring

There is a front panel speaker with a 6.35mm
headphone socket that mutes the speaker
when headphones are connected. Adjustable
volume control. Programme, phone and four
wire inputs are all mixed here for monitoring.

TECHNOLOGY

FEATURES
- Includes a single GSM Broadcasters' Mobile
Phone (can be upgraded to HD Voice)
- Two 4 wire/IFB circuits
- Programme input
- Front panel monitoring and microphone

SPECIFICATION
HEIGHT: 1RU
WIDTH: 290mm (19”)
DEPTH (Excluding connectors): 208mm
FOUR WIRE CIRCUITS: 2

29
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TECHNOLOGY
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Phone/TBU Rack Mounts

GS-MPITBU001, 002, 003 & 004

The GS-MPITBU001 and 004 feature a digital telephone
hybrid and a Broadcasters' Mobile Phone in either 2G GSM
version (GS-MPITBU001) or 3G UMTS HD Voice (GSMPITBU004). Both lines can be connected simultaneously,
only using a single audio input and output. When there is a
need for a quick line change, as a backup or reserve, a
simple flick of the routing switch changes from hybrid to
mobile or vice versa.

GS-MPITBU001 and 004
1. Digital Telephone Balancing Unit

The GS-MPITBU002 and 003 feature a Glensound
Broadcasters' Mobile Phone in either 2G GSM version (GSMPITBU002) or 3G UMTS HD Voice (GS-MPITBU003), with
a GS-PASTE201 in a 1U 19" rack mount. The phone is
powered from a 12V DC external PSU on a 4 pin XLR, and
the GS-PASTE201 is line powered. Both units operate
independently from each other.

module can be installed into the sub rack with
all the standard Glensound Broadcasters’
Phone features.

used, either the hardware or software remote
can be used.

The TBU is a high quality digital unit offering
excellent separation figures on analogue POTS
lines. Line connection is via a standard RJ11
connector to a fixed POTS line. A standard
keypad is used on the front panel where a
single on/off hook switch is used to dial and
receive calls. A large red LED illuminates when
connected and turns off when disconnected. A
sounder provides indication of incoming calls
which can be disabled via the switch for studio
environments. Using presets, separate audio
level controls for both the input and output of
the TBU can be established.

3. Audio Routing

l6. Extended Aerial Option

4. Audio Inputs and Outputs

7. Power

2. Phone Module

5. Full Remote Control of Mobile
Phone

Either a GS-MPI005 or a GS-MPI005HD

As standard, an SMA aerial connector is fitted
Using a low profile 2 way switch located in the on phone module for aerial location up to 3m
centre of the front panel, incoming and outgoing away. This can be changed for an N-Type to
audio can be routed to either the POTS TBU or allow aerial connections up to 50m away.
the mobile phone module.
mains 100-240 Volts (or optional 12V
The common electronically balanced XLR input Standard
PSU)
is
used
all
and output is located on the rear of the panel. features of the tosubpower
rack.
A 6.35mm jack headphone socket is provided
on the front of the mobile phone panel for listen
only monitoring.

Should a GS-MPI005HD phone module be

Switchable Modules
GS-MPITBU001

FEATURES
- Quad band 2G GSM Broadcasters' Mobile Phone
- Digital telephone hybrid
- Mobile and hybrid connect simultaneously
- Single input and output on balanced XLR

GS-MPITBU004

FEATURES
- Glensound HD Voice 3G (UMTS) & 2G GSM
Broadcasters' Mobile Phone
- Digital telephone hybrid
- Mobile and hybrid connect simultaneously
- Single input and output on balanced XLR
- Remote control options for mobile phone

Independent Modules
GS-MPITBU002

FEATURES
- Quad band 2G GSM Broadcasters' Mobile Phone
- Line powered telephone balancing unit (TBU)
GS-PASTE201 (see page 44)
- Mobile and TBU are independent

GS-MPITBU003

FEATURES
- Glensound HD Voice 3G (UMTS) & 2G GSM
Broadcasters' Mobile Phone
- Line powered telephone balancing unit (TBU)
GS-PASTE201 (see page 44)
- Mobile and TBU are independent
- Remote control options for mobile phone

+44 (0) 1622 753 662
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ACCESSORIES

Broadcast Headphone Connection

There is a 6.35mm headphone socket for connecting a pair of
GS-MPI005/CASE
headphones or a headset. The units are optimised for an impedance
Additional
for GS-MPI004
andbeGS-MPI004HD
from 200 - hard
2000plastic
ohms.case
As the
MPIs will often
used in noisy
(One
supplied awith
standard)using a variety of
environments,
highGS-MPI004HD
output level isasavailable
broadcast headphones and headsets.

GS-MPI005HD 12V
As an option to any rack mounted Broadcasters' Mobile phone, an
alternate powering source can be added via this 12v DC connection.

Aerials - SMA Type Connector
An SMA aerial comes as standard with all phones. The following are
RF
Circuits
the Shielding
replacementOforAudio
alternate
options.
A carefully designed RF shield isolates the audio circuits from all radio
frequency
interference.
GS-MPIs
does notasinterfere
with
GS-MPIHD/ATN1:
RightThe
angle
stubby own
aerial.RFSupplied
standard
its
own
audio
circuits
ensuring
that
typical
GSM
RF
interference
is
with GS-MPI004, GS-MPI004HD and RECCE HD.
never
heard.
GS-MPIHD/ATN2:
T-bar aerial on 2.5m cable. Supplied as standard
with rack mount Broadcasters' Mobile Phones.
GS-MPIHD/ATN3: Mag mount aerial on 3m cable.

Aerials - N Type Connector
When a signal cannot be found at a rack mount Broadcasters' Mobile
Phone location, a N-Type upgrade kit can be specified. This allows the
location of an aerial up to 50m away from the mobile phone.
GS-MPIHD/NTK
N Type upgrade kit consisting of a bulkhead connector, male and
female N type connectors for the cable, a N Type mast mounting
aerial, and a wall bracket. The cable is not included in the kit and is
ordered separately.

Configuration

GS-MPIHD/ATNN
Replacement N-Type aerial.
GS-MPIHD/NA1
Aerial cable option 1. Flexible cable giving 25m range.
GS-MPIHD/NA2
Aerial cable option 2. Semi-flexible cable giving 50m range.

Other features

www.glensound.co.uk
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TBU’s and Hybrids Introduction

TBU’s and
Hybrids
Glensound invented the world's first telephone balancing unit in 1966
at the request of the BBC, for use on a national radio talk show. A
digital hybrid arrived much later, with the Atomic Copper 29 in 2010.
When both units arrived, they excelled at their role and were
immediately popular with broadcast engineers.
Since the arrival of the digital Atomic Copper 29 hybrid in 2010, the
demand for various audio devices powered by Glensound digital
hybrids has increased, resulting in further Glensound evolutionary
products, and even an OEM hybrid module that other manufacturers
can utilize in their own products.
The requirement for simple analogue telephone balancing units also
followed as the Atomic Copper 29 gained popularity, resulting in
further development of simple cost effective units. The following 6
products have all been launched since 2010.

34
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Digital Hybrid
Hybrid and Mixer
Hybrid and Commentary Unit
OEM Digital Hybrid Module
Telephone Balancing Unit
Telephone Line Coupler

+44 (0) 1622 753 662
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TBU’s and Hybrids Digital Hybrid

Digital Hybrid

ATOMIC COPPER 29

It is a little known fact that Glensound Electronics was the
inventor of the telephone balancing unit in the mid 60's, for the
first BBC network radio talk show. Glensound founder Len Davis
was approached to develop a device that allowed them to take
callers on air – the first Glensound telephone balancing unit was
the result.

Glensound have returned to hybrid design with the Copper
29, part of the Atomic Range of products. The brief was to
develop the best possible hybrid, with the cleanest audio, the
lowest noise, the maximum worldwide compatibility, and the
most flexible control.

VERSIONS

COPPER 29-S: 19 inch 1RU single TBU
COPPER 29-T: 19 inch 1RU twin TBU (as pictured)
COPPER 29-SD: Single Desktop TBU

produces an internal mix minus.

5. Automatic Gain Control - DSP1
TECHNOLOGY

1. Analogue and Digital I/O

Our automatic gain control maintains a constant A DAA device optimized for voice applications
caller level on the Copper 29 output making it is used to match worldwide Impedance
variations on analogue telephone circuits.
easier to manage for the studio.

Maximum flexibility is offered with analogue and 6. Automatic Caller Ducking - DSP1
AES digital audio connections.
If there is an incoming audio signal into the
Copper 29 from the studio, then the caller level
2. Twin DSP Processing and Control will be ducked. This is to stop the caller talking
Two digital signal processors are used to allow over a presenter.
dedicated control of the echo cancellation
routines in one, whilst employing a second
7. Intelligent Sample Rate Converter dedicated to the input/output process.

DSP1

3. Compressor and Limiter - DSP1

The incoming audio must be at the correct
levels initially. DSP1 manages the incoming
analogue and digital audio with compression
and limiting to not overload the telephone line.

4. Band Pass Filters - DSP1
30
32
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10. Worldwide Line Impedance
Matching

DSP1 manages sample rate conversion and
removes any unnecessary delay.

8.Echo Cancellation Algorithm - DSP2
Our impressive separation figures are a result
of our dedicated echo cancellation system.

Incoming and outgoing audio is passed through 9. Internal Mix Minus Generation DSP2
band pass filters to remove unwanted artefacts.
A second algorithm in our echo canceller

11. PPM Meters

Both the input and output have an 8 bar LED
PPM meter.

12. Adjustable Level Control

The input and outputs both have adjustable
level control

13. Auto Answer

When selected, the auto answer function
answers an incoming call after a preset number
of rings.

14. Remote Control

System control is available via a rear panel
dsub 15 connector. This contains RS232 and 8
loops. RS232 gives you full setup and system
control, where the loops give you on/off hook,
divert, and 4 audio switches.

Specification
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

HEIGHT (ALL)
WIDTH (29-S and 29-T)
WIDTH 29-SD
DEPTH (ALL Excluding Connectors)
POWER INPUT
AUDIO CONNECTORS

1RU
19 inch
290mm
220mm
90 to 240 VAC 50 – 60 Hz
Neutrik XLRs

ANALOGUE AUDIO INPUT SPECIFICATIONS (per single TBU)
QUANTITY
CIRCUIT TYPE
INPUT CONNECTORS
INPUT IMPEDANCE
INPUT LEVEL
MIC INPUT GAIN RANGE
MAXIMUM MIC INPUT LEVEL (UNITY GAIN)
LINE INPUT GAIN RANGE
MAXIMUM LINE INPUT LEVEL (UNITY GAIN)

DIGITAL AUDIO INPUT SPECIFICATIONS (per single TBU)
QUANTITY
TYPE
INPUT CONNECTOR
SAMPLE RATES
RESOLUTION
FULL SCALE

2
Electronically balanced
3 Pin XLR sockets
> 100K
Each input selectable between Mic & Line
± 10dB
-35dB
± 10dB
+20dB
1
AES3
3 Pin XLR socket
32 – 192KHz (internal auto sample rate conversion to 48KHz)
24 Bit
= +18dBu

LEVEL METERS (PPM STYLE(per single TBU))
QUANTITY OF LEDS
RANGE PER LED
LED INDICATION RANGE
INPUT METER POINT
OUTPUT METER POINT

8
4dB
+12 to -20dB
PRE COMPRESSOR/LIMITER
AFTER GAIN CONTROL

ANALOGUE AUDIO OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS (per single TBU)
QUANTITY 2
SOURCE

2st
nd
1 output always output from telephone line, 2 output can additionally have input mixed
in with it (selectable from front panel dip switch)
Electronically balanced
3 pin XLR plug
50 Ohms
+18dBu
±10dB

CIRCUIT TYPE
OUTPUT CONNECTORS
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL
OUTPUT GAIN RANGE

DIGITAL AUDIO OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS (per single TBU)

QUANTITY
SOURCE
TYPE
INPUT CONNECTOR
SAMPLE RATES
RESOLUTION
FULL SCALE

1
Output from telephone line
AES3
3 Pin XLR plug
32 – 192KHz (follows digital input sample rate) if no digital input the output sample rate is
fixed at 48KHz)
24 Bit
= +18dBu

TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS (per single TBU)

QUANTITY
CONNECTOR
IMPEDANCE
STANDARDS
LINE ISOLATION
BANDWIDTH
SEPARATION (AUDIO IN to OUT)
TELEPHONE LINE FULL SCALE
LINE UP LEVEL
LINE DISCONNECT

TELEPHONE CALL CONTROL (per single TBU)

AUTO ANSWER SELECTION
HANDSET INTERFACE (handset not included)
RS232 INTERFACE
LOOP CONTROLS
HANDSET CONNECTOR
RS232 CONNECTOR
LOOP CONTROL CONNECTOR
HANDSET FUNCTIONS
RS232 FUNCTIONS
LOOP FUNCTIONS
ADDITIONAL OUTPUT

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS (per single TBU)

DIP SWITCHES
HEX SWITCH
INPUT GAIN
OUTPUT GAIN
ON HOOK/ OFF HOOK ILLUMINATED SWITCH

1
RJ11 socket (6P4C)
16 complex AC circuits suitable for use Worldwide selectable by front panel 'HEX’ switch.
Globally compliant design implemented (FCC, NET4, TBR-21 (replaces BABT),
JATE & others)
5000 V
125Hz to 3.6kHz (- 3dB) at 1kHz
>76dB with 0dB pink noise input
0dBm, +6dBm selectable via front panel DIP switch
-6dBm, -12dBM selectable via front panel DIPswitch
Automatic on K break (selectable)

Select between Off, after 1 ring or after 8 rings
1
1
8
RJ11 socket (6P6C)
15 pin 'D' socket
(on 15 pin 'D' with RS232)
Full dial/ answer line functions
Full line control plus full set up control
On hook, Off hook/ Divert, 4 x audio switch controls,
Open collector output indicating on/ off hook status
12 dip switches for full setup / configuration
16 position switch for line impedance matching
Recessed input gain control
Recessed output gain control
Can answer/ hang up call, flashes on incoming ring and indicates when line
is open
www.glensound.co.uk
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TBU’s and Hybrids Hybrid and Mixer

Hybrid & Mixer

GS-CU012 (HAM)

A digital hybrid and mixer desktop unit for producing two way
programme audio for recording or live use. Intended for small
studio, newsroom style of use where phone recordings need
to be made with a small, simple to use box.

Initially designed for off air use for telephone interviews, this
units allows interviews to be carried out without occupying
valuable studio time. The unit is equally suited to live use,
particularly in small or temporary set ups.

10. Audio Mixer
5. Intelligent Sample Rate Converter DSP2
DSP1 manages sample rate conversion and
removes any unnecessary delay.
TECHNOLOGY

1. Twin DSP Processing and Control

Two digital signal processors are used to allow
dedicated control of the echo cancellation
routines in one, whilst employing a second
dedicated to the input/output process.

2. Compressor and Limiter - DSP1

The incoming audio must be at the correct
levels initially. DSP1 manages the incoming
analogue and digital audio with compression
and limiting to not overload the telephone line.

6. Echo Cancellation Algorithm - DSP2
Our impressive separation figures are a result
of our dedicated echo cancellation system.

7. Internal Mix Minus Generation DSP2

A second algorithm in our echo canceller
produces an internal mix minus.

8. Worldwide Line Impedance
Matching

A DAA device optimized for voice applications
is
used to match worldwide Impedance
Incoming and outgoing audio is passed through variations
on analogue telephone circuits.
band pass filters to remove unwanted artefacts.

3. Band Pass Filters - DSP1

4. Automatic Gain Control - DSP1
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9. Mic Input

Our automatic gain control maintains a constant The mic input is on XLR and is adjustable via
caller level on the GS-CU012 output making it the mic gain POT.
easier to manage for the studio.

There are input mix controls for a mic input,
local external input and the remote phone audio
allowing the operator to create an output mix.

11. Answering and Dialling

A keypad or external phone can be connected
to make and receive calls off air. Pressing the
white button takes the audio from the external
connected phone and routes the audio through
the GS-CU010.

12. Outputs

Three mix outputs are available on XLR.

13. Monitoring

A single 6.35mm headphone output is available
with an overall level control, and separate
control for the level of an external input.

14. PPM Meter

A 7 LED PPM allows monitoring of the mixed
output.

15. RJ45 Link

An RJ45 socket contains a mix output and
provides a cue input.

16. Power

Internal PSU 100-240V

Specification

Specification
GENERAL SPECIFICATION
HEIGHT
WIDTH
DEPTH
POWER INPUT
XLR CONNECTORS:
MIC INPUT
MIC INPUT
INPUT IMPEDANCE
MIN INPUT LEVEL
MAX INPUT LEVEL
GAIN CONTROL

TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE
QUANTITY
CONNECTOR
IMPEDANCE

110mm
209mm
215mm
90 - 250 VAC 50 - 60 Hz
Neutrik

STANDARDS
Transformer balanced on XLR
1k2
-71dBu (fader @ line up)
-47dBu (fader @ line up)
trim pot by XLR

MIC COMPRESSOR/LIMITER

LINE ISOLATION
BANDWIDTH
SEPARATION (AUDIO IN to OUT)

COMPLEX COMPRESSOR/LIMITIER CIRCUIT
RATIO
Starts @ 2:1 and finishes @ 5:1
MAX INPUT BEFORE CLIPPING
-13dBu

LINEUP LEVEL TO/ FROM LINE
LINE DISCONNECT

LINE INPUT (SPARE)
LINE INPUT
INPUT IMPEDANCE
NOMINAL INPUT LEVEL

TELEPHONE CALL CONTROL

Transformer balanced on XLR
>15k
0dBu

FADERS (FRONT PANEL ROTARY)
RANGE

MIX OUT PPM

8 LED PPM
RANGE-16 to +12dB

AUDIO OUTPUTS

MAIN OUT
RECORD AND SPARE OUTS
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
NOMINAL OUTPUT LEVEL
MAX OUTPUT LEVEL

External STANDARD TELEPHONE
FRONT PANEL DIVERT SWITCH
INCOMING CALL INDICATION LED

HEADPHONE SOURCES

-90 to +10dB

EXTERNAL (CUE) INPUT
INTERNAL MIX INPUT
LEVEL CONTROLS

4dB per LED

HEADPHONES

Transformer balanced on XLR
Electronically balanced on XLR
50 Ohms
0dBu
+20dBu

IMPEDANCE
MAX OUTPUT LEVEL

+44 (0) 1622 753 662

1
RJ11 socket (6P4C)
16 complex AC circuits suitable
for use Worldwide selectable by
rear panel 'HEX' switch.
Globally compliant design
implemented (FCC, NET4,
TBR-21 (replaces BABT), JATE
& others)
5000 V
125Hz to 3.6kHz (- 3dB)@1kHz
>70dB with 0dB pink noise
input
0dB
Automatic on K break
(selectable)
RJ11 socket

XLR
-20/ +10 dB range
35 to 1000 Ohms
+17.5dB into 600 Ohms
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TBU’s and Hybrids Hybrid and Commentary Unit

Hybrid and Commentary Unit
RECCE

The Recce performs two distinct functions - one as a mixer, and
the other as a digital hybrid. Glensound have been working on
hybrids since the mid 1960’s and our current hybrid design
utilises twin DSP modules to provide maximum processing
power in the most important area of echo cancellation. The
result is one of the finest sounding hybrid’s available.

TECHNOLOGY

1. Twin DSP Processing and Control

Two digital signal processors are used to allow
dedicated control of the echo cancellation
routines in one, whilst employing a second
dedicated to the input/output process.

5. Three Input Headphone Mixer

There are adjustable levels into the
headphones of three different sources:
1. Cue - The incoming audio from the
caller via the digital hybrid.
2. Ext In - An adjustable level for a locally
2. Band Pass Filters - DSP1
connected external input.
Incoming and outgoing audio is passed through
3. Mix - The overall output mix of the
band pass filters to remove unwanted artefacts.
three front panel inputs (the programme
audio being sent down the phone line
3. Internal Mix Minus Generation through the digital hybrid.
Each of these inputs can be independently
DSP2
switched to different sides of the headphones.
A second algorithm in our echo canceller
They can be on the left ear only, right ear only,
produces an internal mix minus.
or both equally.

4. Three Input Mixer
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The front end function of the Recce is of a 3 input mixer. Two
reporters / commentators can connect microphones and
headphones to the Recce and report across the POTS line. As
the Recce will often be used by the non technical all operation is
very familiar and straightforward.

There are XLR inputs on the front panel for line 6. Two Headphone Sockets
and mic inputs. The three inputs have
front panel contains 2 x 6.35mm jack
adjustable level, and clear on/off buttons, with The
sockets
for headphone connection.
an ‘active’ LED. A 12v phantom power option
is available

7. PPM Meter

A 7 LED PPM meter monitors outgoing level of
the mixer.

8. Battery Power Or External DC

The Recce operates from 2 D cell batteries or
from an external DC plug top power supply.
The front panel has a low bettery LED.

Specification

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

HEIGHT (TBC)
WIDTH
DEPTH (Excluding Connectors)TBC))
POWER INPUT
AUDIO CONNECTORS

ANALOGUE AUDIO INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
QUANTITY
CIRCUIT TYPE
INPUT CONNECTORS
INPUT IMPEDANCE
INPUT LEVEL
MIC INPUT GAIN RANGE
MAXIMUM MIC INPUT LEVEL (UNITY GAIN)
LINE INPUT GAIN RANGE
MAXIMUM LINE INPUT LEVEL (UNITY GAIN)

LEVEL METERS (PPM STYLE)
QUANTITY OF LEDS
RANGE PER LED
LED INDICATION RANGE
INPUT METER POINT

ANALOGUE AUDIO OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
QUANTITY
SOURCE
CIRCUIT TYPE
OUTPUT CONNECTORS
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL
OUTPUT GAIN RANGE

TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS
QUANTITY
CONNECTOR
IMPEDANCE
STANDARDS

LINE ISOLATION
BANDWIDTH
SEPARATION (AUDIO IN to OUT)
LINEUP LEVEL TO/ FROM LINE
LINE DISCONNECT

TELEPHONE CALL CONTROL
DIALLER

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS

INPUT GAIN
ON HOOK/ OFF HOOK SWITCH WITH LED

POWER

BATTERY
MAINS

98mm
151mm
210mm
90 to 240 VAC 50 – 60 Hz
Neutrik XLRs
3
Electronically balanced
3 Pin XLR sockets
> 100K
Each input selectable between Mic, Mic +12v, Line
± 10dB
-35dB
± 10dB
+20dB
7
4 dB
+12 to -20dB
Pre compressor/limiter
2
Mix of all three input channels with incoming caller audio
Electronically balanced
3 pin XLR plug
50 Ohms
+18dBu
±10dB
1
RJ11 socket (6P4C)
16 complex AC circuits suitable for use Worldwide selectable by rear panel 'HEX' switch.
Globally compliant design implemented (FCC, NET4, TBR-21 (replaces BABT), JATE &
others)
5000 V
125Hz to 3.6kHz (- 3dB) at 1kHz
>70dB with 0dB pink noise input
0dB
Automatic on K break (selectable)
Top panel standard 12 key keypad
3 individual, via front panel input pots.
Can answer/ hang up call, LED flashes on incoming ring and indicates when line is open
2 X ‘D’ Cells
PSU 5-9V Plug top power supply
www.glensound.co.uk
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TBU’s and Hybrids OEM Digital Hybrid Module
TECHNOLOGY
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OEM Digital Hybrid Module
GS-COPPER OEM MODULE

This module was developed to be used in various equipment as
a digital telephone balancing unit. The high specification twin
DSP module provides excellent performance in a self contained
module whilst offering simple integration of the power supply,
serial control and audio.

1. Twin DSP Processing and Control

the hybrid is managed by DSP 1.

DSP 1 - AD/DA Convertor

3. Independent CPLD

device) provides an intelligent bi-directional
sample rate converter. DSP 1 runs on a high
DSP 2 -.Echo Cancellation Algorithm quality 48K clock however the telephone
interface runs at 8K. Using this separate device
It utilizes probably the worlds most advanced
network line echo cancellation algorithm. This is for sample rate conversion helps with the
the part that makes the module perform so well. overall digital work flow and prevents either of
the DSPs adding unwanted delay by sample
Using constantly varying parameters this
DSP 1 - Band Pass Filters
rate converting themselves.
To keep the overall performance of the hybrid algorithm successfully removes all the
unwanted
audio
that
'echoes'
back
from
the
at a premium, and keep unwanted artefacts out
of the audio chains, band pass filters are used. telephone network. This algorithm is
4. External Connectors
In this way all incoming and outgoing audio is responsible for the impressive separation
An external control is provided to manually
figures.
crystal clear
select line impedance levels, along with 2 x
RJ11 sockets for the telephone line and
handset connection.
2.
Worldwide
Line
Impedance
DSP 1 - Compressor / Limiter
For clear audio on the outgoing telephone
Matching
circuit it is important not to overload the
A DAA device optimized for voice applications 5. Audio Level Configuration
telephone line. An advanced digital compressor/ is used to match worldwide Impedance
The audio levels stated in the specification can
limiter circuit makes sure this never happens.
variations on analogue telephone circuits.
be configured to meet the customers
requirements.
Two digital signal processors are used to allow
dedicated control of the echo cancellation
routines in one, whilst employing a second
dedicated to the input/output process.

The digital conversion of the audio in and out of The CPLD (complex programmable logic

Specification
ANALOGUE AUDIO INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
QUANTITY
CIRCUIT TYPE
INPUT IMPEDANCE
NORMAL INPUT LEVEL

ANALOGUE AUDIO OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
QUANTITY
SOURCE
CIRCUIT TYPE
UTPUT IMPEDANCE
NORMAL OUTPUT LEVEL

TELEPHONE LINE INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS

QUANTITY
CONNECTOR
IMPEDANCE
STANDARDS
LINE ISOLATION
BANDWIDTH
SEPARATION (AUDIO IN to OUT)
TELEPHONE LINE FULL SCALE
LINE UP LEVEL
LINE DISCONNECT

TELEPHONE CALL CONTROL (per single TBU)

AUTO ANSWER
HANDSET INTERFACE (handset not included)
LINE INTERFACE
HANDSET CONNECTOR
INTERFACE CONNECTOR
HANDSET FUNCTIONS
SERIAL FUNCTIONS
LOOP FUNCTIONS
ADDITIONAL OUTPUT

SERIAL COMMUNICATION
SERIAL COMMANDS

POWER
SUPPLY

SIZE

WIDTH (excluding connectors)
LENGTH (excluding connectors)
HEIGHT (including connectors)

1
Unbalanced
> 100K
-18dBu
1
1st output always output from telephone line,
Unbalanced
50 Ohms
-6dBu
1
RJ11 socket (6P4C)
16 complex AC circuits suitable for use Worldwide selectable by front panel 'HEX’ switch.
Globally compliant design implemented (FCC, NET4, TBR-21 (replaces BABT),
JATE & others)
1500 V
125Hz to 3.6kHz (- 3dB) re1kHz
>76dB with 0dB pink noise input
0dBm
-6dBm
Automatic on K break (selectable)
Software Selectable
1
1
RJ11 socket (6P6C)
34 way IDC
Full dial/ answer line functions
Full line control plus full set up control
On hook, Off hook/ Divert
Logic output indicating on/ off hook status
Answer
Dial Number
On Hook
Off Hook
Auto answer 0 (Never) - 9 rings
Echo canceller enable/disable
Non-linear processing enable/disable
K-Break detection enable/disable
3.3v for logic and 5v @ 100mA for divert relay
95mm
131mm
39mm (Approx)
+44 (0) 1622 753 662
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TBU’s and Hybrids Telephone Balancing Unit

TBU and Line Coupler
GS-PASTE201 and GS-CUT101

GS-PASTE201
The GS-PASTE201 is a line powered, heavy duty analogue
telephone balancing unit. It allows professional audio
equipment such as mixers, talkback systems or headphone
circuits to be connected to a traditional analogue telephone
line.
A tone generator has been included to help with line
balancing. Once a line is connected the tone can be switched
on, so that the R, C, and balance can be adjusted
accordingly. Once the best balance is achieved, the tone can
be turned off.

Specification
INPUTS

AUDIO INPUT
INPUT IMPENDENCE
NOMINAL INPUT LEVEL
FRONT PANEL GAIN
CONTROL
MAXIMUM INPUT LEVEL
COMPRESSOR/LIMITER

Transformer balanced on neutrik XLR
>10k
0dBu
+/- 10dB
+18dBu
Internal efficient compressor/limiter for
controlling levels to the line.

AUDIO LEVEL INDICATION

LARGE FRONT PANEL TRI COLOURED LED
BLUE
<-10dBu
GREEN
>-10dBu <-3dBu
RED
>-3dBu

OUTPUTS

AUDIO OUTPUT
OUTPUT IMPEDENCE
NOMINAL OUTPUT LEVEL
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL
FRONT PANEL GAIN
CONTROL

Transformer balanced on neutrik XLR
50 Ohms
0dBu
+6dBu (limitation is level of audio on
telephone line)
+/-10dB

TELEPHONE LINE
LINE TYPE

LINE CONNECTOR
CONNECTOR PINOUT
PINOUT SWITCH

Direct Exchange Line (DEL) (standard
analogue line used worldwide)
RJ14 6P6C (RJ11 6P2C compatible)
Can be switched between PINS 2/5 and
3/4 (provides worldwide compatibility)
Rear panel recessed

TELEPHONE LINE CONTROL
EXTERNAL TELEPHONE
CONNECTOR

TECHNOLOGY
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GS-PASTE201
1. Inputs

There is also an RJ-11 connector for
connection to a normal telephone line. A
recessed switch switches RJ-11 telephone
linepairs (there are 2 different standards used
Worldwide), for worldwide compatibility.

Audio input is line level on a balanced Neutrik
XLR. The input has a level control and a multi4. Balancing the Line
coloured LED to indicate the level sent to the
A tone generator has been included to help with
phone line.
line balancing. Once a line is connected the
tone can be switched on, so that the R and C
2. Outputs
Audio output is on a balance Neutrik XLR which can be balanced accordingly. Instructions for
this are printed on the side of the unit.Once the
has a level control.
best balance is achieved, the tone can be
turned off
3. Telco Connections
There is an RJ-11 connector for external
5. Incoming Call Indication
handset to allow dialling of outgoing calls. An
A front panel LED indicates an incoming call.
On/Off Hook switch (with indicator) allows
answering of calls when and external telephone There is also an audible ringer which can be
turned off if required
is not connected.

RJ14 6P6C (forconnection to normal
phone to make outgoing calls)

6. Rack Mount Variation

A 19 inch rack mount version is also available
housing up to two modules GS-PASTE201/R.

7. Power

The Paste unit is completely powered from the
telephone line and requires no batteries or
external power supply.

8. Dimensions (portable version)

Maximum Dimensions (excluding belt clip): 153
mm x 103 mm x 45mm

9. Weight
415g

TBU’s and Hybrids Telephone Line Coupler

GS-CUT101
The GS-CUT101 is a heavy duty analogue telephone line
coupler. Simply connect a POTS line to the line connection,
and audio is output on a rear panel XLR.
An external handset can be connected for dialling. The front
panel features a heavy duty on hook/off hook switch to
connect the call to the audio output. If the external handset
stays off hook, both ends of the phone call will be output from
the audio output. If the handset is replaced (on hook) then
only the remote caller audio is available on the output.

Specification
OUTPUTS

AUDIO OUTPUTS
OUTPUT IMPENDENCE
TYPICAL OUTPUT LEVEL
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL

TELEPHONE LINE
LINE TYPE

LINE CONNECTOR
CONNECTOR PINOUT
PINOUT SWITCH

Transformer balanced on neutrik XLR
50 Ohms
-6dBu
typically +6dBu (limitation is level of
audio on telephone line)
Direct Exchange Line (DEL) (standard
analogue line used worldwide)
RJ14 6P6C (RJ11 6P2C compatible)
Can be switched between PINS 2/5 and
3/4 (provides worldwide compatibility)
Side panel recessed

TELEPHONE LINE CONTROL

GS-CUT101
1. Outputs

Audio output is on a balanced Neutrik XLR.

2. Telco Connections

There is an RJ-11 connector for external
handset to allow dialling of outgoing calls. An
On/Off Hook switch (with indicator) allows
answering of calls when and external telephone
is not connected.
There is also an RJ-11 connector for
connection to a normal telephone line. A
recessed switch switches RJ-11 telephone line
pairs (there are 2 different standards used
Worldwide), for worldwide compatibility.

3. Incoming Call Indication

A front panel LED indicates an incoming call.
There is also an audible ringer which can be
turned off if required

4. Power

The Cut unit is completely powered from the
telephone line and requires no batteries or
external power supply.

RJ14 6P6C (for connection to normal
phone to make outgoing calls)

TECHNOLOGY

EXTERNAL TELEPHONE
CONNECTOR

5. Dimensions

Maximum dimensions (excluding belt clips):
152mm x 73mm x 41mm

6. Weight
340g

www.glensound.co.uk
www.glensound.co.uk
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GS-MPI004/HD
RECCE HD
GS-MPI005/HD
GS-MPIFW
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Block Diagrams
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS GS-MPI004/HD
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GS-MPI004/HD
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS RECCE HD

RECCE HD
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS GS-MPI005/HD
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GS-MPI005/HD
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS GS-MPIFW

GS-MPIFW
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS GS-MPI006
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GS-MPI006
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS Atomic Copper 29

Atomic Copper 29
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS GS-CU012
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GS-CU012
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Glensound Electronics Ltd
6 Brooks Place, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 1HE, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1622 753 662 Fax: +44 (0) 1622 762 330
Email: sales@glensound.co.uk Web: www.glensound.co.uk

